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Based on Eastern Time

Weekly Energy for 12/11/17 - 12/17/17

As we close out 2017, even with Mercury Retrograde until 12/22, there are significant cosmic energies to carry us
into the new year ahead. With the lunar tide lessening, it provides a subtle calm with time to review and connect to
internal processes of thought and emotion. This is a week where going within is empowering as it leads into your
own higher consciousness and limitless realizations; some of the qualities you are able to connect with and
manifest are the future, knowledge, hope, wisdom and inspiration, seeing with clarity and instantly knowing
through sudden enlightenment. While this can be a quiet time of repose, it is also a time when you invest thought
toward your ideals and dreams of what you want for your future.
The upcoming week is a time for the higher order of the universe to lead the way for making choices, being
inspired and continuing on your individual journey through time. Through meditation, rest and mindfulness, for the
purpose of receiving from various avenues of consciousness to create balance, you are led to making right and
mindful decisions. You are inclined to contemplate what you dream about as your future with intent to work with
faith, that reality can unfold. By understanding that everything is brought into play in the mind, through hope that
leads to thinking anything is possible, enabling you to move forward with clarity as your guide.
From 12:02 AM on Monday, December 11, 2017, until Wednesday, the Moon transits through Libra, bestowing the ability to create
true balance, and to see where you nee to work through any problematic areas or issues that cause discomfort; where you are
sensitive is the key to where you might strive to harmonize; attention may be needed for legalities and partnerships, both personal
and professional; a stronger public focus toward you has others more aware of you, so pay attention; these days are good for
getting things on a level playing field as matters arise.
Tuesday, December 12, 2017, begins with a 1:43 AM Moon/Venus sextile, benefitting all group connections and socializing; a good
time to firm up plans, begin events, strengthen friendships, further romance, and work on artistic projects; it is easy to achieve
agreements and to gain ground for a common cause. Peaking at 10:10 AM, the Moon/Pluto square creates tension in the air with the
potential for overbearing circumstances; someone may be angry and attempt to take control; it is easy to go too far so stay in the
moment and be mindful of what is happening around you. Good will and positivity accompany the 3:39 PM Moon/Sun sextile,
creating a good flow where all progress and matters move along in a pleasant manner. When the Moon sextiles Mercury at 4:33 PM,
it creates an easygoing mindset and ease of communication; what you say and do along with how you connect with others is
pleasant and relaxed manner, especially good for having meaningful conversations. The 8:49 PM Mercury/Sun conjunct strengthens
mental sharpness and the ability to make positive connections; as this aspect also benefits contracts and agreements, you can
establish understanding and good business connections for now and the future; travel benefits from this positive energy. Step back
at 10:50 PM as the Moon opposes Uranus, as you may experience or be witness to dramatic mood swings and/or erratic behavior;
the atmosphere is completely unpredictable where anything can happen without warning; walk softly and avoid risks of any kind.
At 7:28 AM on Wednesday, December 13, 2017, the Moon/Saturn sextile adds strength and fortitude for those things you want to
last for a long time as the key to this energy is endurance and reliability; you are able to be focused and stable if beginning something new, knowing it is sustainable. From 8:59 AM until Friday, the Moon is in Scorpio, drawing you into the depths of your own
thoughts, with many thinking about the meaning of life and its ramifications; shallow or fluffy just won’t do as truth and what is real is
almost demanded; this is the time for discovering anything from your own deep feelings to other revelations; the Moon in Scorpio is
the sign of the detective and research and, with Mercury retrograde, research can yield significant and possibly life changing results.
Strong impulses and awareness accompany the 2:24 PM Moon/Mars conjunct, along with a solid sense of purpose and the need to
know what makes things tick; avoid impulse in favor of forethought and knowing what you want to do before you do it.
While the Moon is trine Neptune at 7:39 AM on Thursday, December 14, 2017, allow yourself time to commune with your higher self
and spirit connections while the door to mystical realms is open; this aspect is helpful in expressing what might otherwise be difficult
to say; instinct helps understanding. The 11:59 AM Moon/Jupiter conjunct increases generosity and good will that also adds to the
ease of getting along with others; there is inspiration and a heartfelt desire to be hopeful and to see the brighter side of everything.
Strength and fortitude accompany the 8:42 PM Moon/Pluto sextile, delivering an easy power and the ability to be accomplished;
conviction is easy to activate and project making this a win-win direction.
On Friday, December 15, 2017, Mercury conjuncts Venus at 9:09 AM, an energy that is pleasant, harmonious and beneficial, with
any number of positive outcomes possible; there is serious achievement, especially for forms of communication ranging from simple
emails to published writings; with creativity in the mix, there is a flow that leads to understanding and success. From 8:08 PM until
Monday, the Moon is in Sagittarius, infusing the atmosphere with hope and inspiration; matters fall short of details and thoroughness,
but overall there is progress and an eagerness to get going in a positive direction; people are able to see and feel happiness around
them and have positive thoughts about the future; travel and extended communication is interesting and sought out.

Peaking at 6:28 AM on Saturday, December 16, 2017, the Sun/Uranus trine is positive, energetic and helpful if you want a fresh
start and increased awareness; original thinking and innovation come easily making it easy to bring in new ideas; this is inspiration at
its best that can help you to gain a leading edge. Best step back at 7:27 PM as the Moon squares Neptune, avoiding peculiar people
and situations as the atmosphere is odd and out of kilter; truth may not be forthcoming so seek verification before investing trust;
there is serious miscommunication and entanglements that go nowhere or down a wrong path.
The 3:57 AM Moon/Mercury conjunct on Sunday, December 17, 2017, brings quick thinking and fast moving events; feelings can be
aired and you are more attuned and in synch with others and with what is happening around you. When the Moon conjuncts Venus
at 1:34 PM, it creates charm and an easiness that is good for bonding of friends and opening doors to harmony; it also adds creative
energy to the mix. The 9:46 PM Moon/Uranus trine provides an enthusiasm and eagerness to explore new territory and do new
things; this adventurous angle nudges you to think originally and to find your own answers and solutions.

Weekly Words: Think, Harmonize & Discover

Visualization
Enjoying the quiet of a December night, I am renewed
and enlightened to go forward into the new world I create.

